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More than 14,000 ultra-high-net-worth individuals are expected to transfer a combined $3.9 trillion in assets over the
next decade, according to new research from Wealth-X.

With 66 percent of these ultra-affluent self-made, this may be the first time that a family's wealth is being transferred.
Wealth-X's "Preparing for Tomorrow: A report on Family Wealth Transfer, " sponsored by NFP, discusses trends in
wealth transfer and best practices for ensuring that a family's wealth is successfully passed down to the next
generations.

"As UHNWIs age, they tend to reduce their holdings in public companies, and increase their holdings in cash," said
David Barks, associate director of custom research at Wealth-X. "The dual importance of cash and private holdings,
and the paring down of other assets, may suggest older UHNWIs are trying to have it both ways wanting to hold cash
to give flexibility, but remaining heavily invested in their primary business, of which they are reluctant to give up
control.

"They also think about who will be inheriting their wealth and what effect the passing on of different assets to
different inheritors will have," he said. "As primary businesses make up a very large proportion of these individuals
wealth, the ownership and control of significant businesses across the world and especially in North America may
look very different in the next 10 years.

Planning ahead
The report focuses on UHNW individuals, or those with $30 million or more, who are 80 years and older. While this
population is older than the average age of 60 among the ultra-affluent, they have an average net worth of $272
million, higher than the overall average of $141 million.

Wealth-X postulates that even though these individuals may not be running their own companies anymore, their
wealth has continued to increase due to the efficacy of their financial planning. Because of the benefit of years, their
wealth is on average seven times greater than that of the under 30 crowd.
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Most of the UHNW population over 80 lives in the Americas, with the United States expected to have the most wealth
transfers out of any nation in the next 10 years.
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While male ultra-affluents are more likely to be passing wealth onto their wives, women are often widowed and
looking ahead toward passing down assets to their children. Their viewpoints and considerations are therefore
different.

Those looking toward a wealth transfer typically have 34 percent of their assets liquid, compared to 21 percent for all
UHNW individuals. With their higher net worth overall, the over 80 population generally has $92 million in cash,
more than triple the $30 million average.

Increased liquidity promotes flexibility when it comes time for the wealth transfer, allowing for diversification of
assets. This also helps to make up for illiquid assets, which are often held in other countries.

Even with this focus on liquidity, private holdings are the greatest asset to be passed down, with those planning a
wealth transfer keeping 36 percent, or $100 million on average, in the family business. Those who have inherited a
business or are the founder have to make decisions such as whether to keep it privately held or go public, what role
family members should play and the division of what is an illiquid asset among multiple parties.

For instance, Giorgio Armani, the sole shareholder in his namesake fashion empire, began to think of the future of
his company by establishing a foundation to keep the house autonomous (see story).

Avoiding making these choices can mean that the business suffers, as it is  put into the wrong hands, whether they are
incompetent or uninterested.
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Real estate offers similar challenges to a business, since it is  illiquid and cannot be divided easily. For those who
have invested outside of their home country, domestic and foreign policies can also impact the transfer of the asset.

Also in line with the family business, properties have emotional attachments, making either the original investor or
subsequent inheritors less happy to sell.

Those in Asia-Pacific have the greatest share of their wealth in real estate and other luxury assets. These individuals
keep 12 percent of their net worth in these assets, compared to 5 percent in other regions.

When possible, UHNW look for properties in areas that will not be subject to what they consider unfair taxes (see
story).

"Real-estate and luxury assets may not be the asset class that makes up the largest share of the portfolios of UHNWIs
who are transferring their wealth in the next 10 years, but it remains significant, with average holdings of $16
million," Mr. Barks said. "Much like private businesses, the complexity of transferring property to the next generation
comes from the illiquidity and indivisibility of this asset class, as well as the associated potential tax liabilities.

"For this reason, the role of advisors, be they independent financial advisors, family officers or lawyers, is  crucial in
helping families, and, as with other aspects of wealth transfer, in avoiding any surprises," he said. "This is especially
true for international properties, where both the local and foreign laws can impact investments, and the full
implications of this are not always considered."

Guarding the future
Not planning ahead could mean that the UHNW individuals themselves or their heirs have no say in the transfer.
Financial advisors can play a role in facilitating the conversation.

"The first step [for financial advisors] is really understanding what the wealth holders want to accomplish,
understanding their values, ideals, and ultimate goals with respect to their wealth and their hopes for their heirs,"
said Kris Stegall, vice president of strategic resources at NFP.

"From there working to start a dialogue between the wealth holders and their heirs to discuss the short and long-term
goals of the family, what's important to everyone, and how family assets should be managed going forward," he
said. "It's  at the point when the family is on the same page that true wealth transfer planning can begin and
situationally appropriate techniques, such as recapitalizations of businesses, gift planning, freezes, estate
equalizations, implementation of trusts, life insurance, and so on can be discussed to their full potential.

"The hope is that assets are passed down in a meaningful, thoughtful and efficient way so as to avoid family
fighting, fire sales and loss of wealth."

Wealth transfer plans often include strategic moves to guard against political and economic turmoil.

Russians have seen their wealth decrease as a result of sanctions and a drop in oil prices, causing many UHNW
individuals from the country to invest overseas or change their citizenship.

Similarly, the uncertainty following the United Kingdom's vote to leave the European Union could have an impact on
how wealth is or is not preserved.

The Panama Papers opened the lid on thousands of offshore accounts, but despite the scrutiny of the leaked
documents, this is a largely legal way to guard against instability at home.

A key concern of the UHNW population is for their safety and privacy as regulations push for more transparency and
disclosure.

Despite stock market volatility, geopolitical instability and new regulations, prime residential real estate still has a
good outlook, according to panelists speaking at a presentation of Douglas Elliman and Knight Frank's The Wealth
Report 2016.

Oil prices have plummeted, governments and the IMF are tracking the flow and origin of incoming money and
many assets have had negligible appreciation in the past year. Nevertheless, a look at recent history and wealth
projections show that a bet on long-term growth and on real estate, as well as classic cars, is  a safe one (see story).

"Once a wealth plan is created and maintained, and all family members are educated and prepared to ease the
transition, there are also numerous external challenges to overcome," Mr. Barks said.

"One of the best ways to anticipate economic and political instability is through diversification, ensuring a UHNW
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individual is never openly exposed to a single country, currency, asset or industry," he said. "In light of these global
volatilities, UHNW individuals may seek locations with greater stability the U.S. is  favored for its strong and stable
currency and property markets in major cities such as New York and San Francisco.

"This diversification will however lead to increased complexity when transferring wealth to the next generation. Tax
liabilities can accrue for international holdings and there are multiple laws to navigate before successfully
transferring wealth.

"The need for expert advisors who can collaborate with UHNW individuals to manage these hurdles is growing and
will continue."
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